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Abstract

Dialectical Behaviour Therapy (DBT) is considered one of the most promising treatments for borderline
personality disorder (BPD). Recently, we reported significantly positive effects of 12 months DBT on
parasuicidal behaviour and impulsivity in a mixed group of female BPD patients with and without
substance abuse. Fifty-eight women with BPD were randomly assigned to either 52 weeks of DBT or
treatment as usual (TAU). Follow-up assessment took place at 78 weeks, i.e., 6 months after
discontinuation of DBT. Participants were clinical referrals from addiction treatment and psychiatric
services. Outcome measures included parasuicidal behaviour, impulsivity and substance abuse. Six months
after treatment discontinuation, the benefits of DBT over TAU in terms of lower levels of parasuicidal and
impulsive behaviours, and in alcohol use, sustained. No differences between the treatment conditions were
found for drug abuse. In conclusion, DBT seems to have a sustained effect on some of the core symptoms
see front matter r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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of BPD and on alcohol problems in a mixed population of female borderline patients with and without
substance abuse problems.
r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) is a persistent and severe mental disorder (American
Psychiatric Association, 1994). It is, therefore, extremely important to develop and test treatment
interventions with beneficial effects that sustain beyond the actual treatment period and that
significantly improve the course of BPD. In a recent 12 months randomized controlled trial, we
replicated the positive short-term effects of Dialectical Behaviour Therapy (DBT) originally
reported by the developer of DBT (Verheul et al., 2003; Linehan, Armstrong, Suarez, Allmon, &
Heard, 1991).
With the exception of some data from a small, naturalistic follow-up study (n ¼ 39: DBT ¼ 19;

TAU ¼ 20), currently no data are available on the long-term efficacy of DBT in the treatment of
BPD (Linehan, Heard, & Armstrong, 1993). This study examines whether the treatment results,
observed at the end of treatment, sustain over 6 months follow-up.1
2. Method

2.1. Participants

This study is a randomized controlled trial, comparing 58 female borderline patients in a mixed
population of borderline patients with (n ¼ 31) and without (n ¼ 27) substance abuse problems
recruited from mental health institutions (n ¼ 39) and addiction treatment services (n ¼ 19).
Patients were randomized to either 12 months Dialectical Behaviour Therapy (DBT: n ¼ 27) or
treatment as usual (TAU: n ¼ 31). More detailed information about the design of the study can be
found in an earlier publication (Verheul et al., 2003). All therapists who referred patients for the
trial were requested to formally agree with the study conditions, including both termination of
other treatment if the patient would be assigned to DBT and willingness to provide TAU if not
assigned to DBT. The inclusion criteria were: female, age 18–65 years, DSM-IV diagnosis of BPD
according to the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis II (SCID-II; Spitzer, Williams,
Gibbon, & First, 1990) with at least six diagnostic criteria of BPD present. The exclusion criteria
were: a DSM-IV diagnosis of bipolar disorder or (chronic) psychotic disorder, insufficient
command of the Dutch language, and severe cognitive impairments. The presence of co-morbid
substance abuse problems was based on severity ratings on the European version of the Addiction
1In 1999 Linehan examined the efficacy of an extended and changed DBT program (DBT-S) for drug-dependent BPD

patients. The implications of this study for our research findings are discussed in van den Bosch, Verheul, Schippers,

and van den Brink (2002).
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Severity Index (EuropASI; Kokkevi & Hartgers, 1995). In contrast to Linehan’s trial, participants
were not required to have shown recent parasuicidal behaviours.

2.2. Randomization procedure

Following the completion of the intake assessments, 64 patients, recruited from 92 clinical
referrals from addiction treatment and psychiatric services, were randomly assigned to treatment
conditions. A minimization method was used to ensure comparability of the two treatment
conditions on the following potentially confounding factors: (1) age; (2) severity of borderline
symptomatology; (3) severity of drug and alcohol problems; and (4) severity of social problems.
Following the randomization phase, six subjects were dropped from the intention-to-treat (ITT)
analyses because they did not accept the outcome of the randomization (n ¼ 4; 2 from each
condition) or did not attend to more than one therapy session (n ¼ 2, DBT condition). The major
outcome analyses were conducted in the remaining sample of 58 subjects, 27 assigned to DBT and
31 assigned to TAU. Severity of BPD, addiction severity and age were not significantly associated
with attrition from intake phase to inclusion in the ITT sample.

2.3. Treatments

Patients assigned to DBT condition (addiction treatment centres n ¼ 8; psychiatric services
n ¼ 19), received 12 months of treatment according to the treatment manual (Linehan, 1993b, c).
The treatment combines weekly individual cognitive-behavioural psychotherapy sessions with the
primary therapist, weekly skills training groups lasting 2–2.5 h per session, and weekly supervision
and consultation meetings for the therapists. Individual therapy focuses primarily on motivational
issues, including the motivation to stay alive and to stay in treatment. Group therapy teaches self-
regulation and change skills, and self and other acceptance skills. Among its central principles is
DBT’s simultaneous focus on both acceptance and validation strategies and change strategies to
achieve a synthetic (dialectical) balance in client functioning. The median adherence score on a 5-
point Likert scale was 3.8 (range 2.5–4.5), indicating ‘almost good DBT’ in terms of conformity to
the treatment manual. Subjects in the TAU condition (addiction treatment centres n ¼ 11;
psychiatric services n ¼ 20) received ongoing outpatient treatment from the original referral
source. Since DBT was rather recently introduced in the Netherlands, and because none of the
therapists in the TAU condition were trained in DBT, it is highly unlikely that DBT strategies
were actually applied in the control condition.

2.4. Measures

2.4.1. Assessments
Treatment conditions were compared after a 12 months treatment period (week 52) in terms of

treatment retention, the course of suicidal, self-mutilating, and self-damaging impulsive
behaviours [i.e., ‘parasuicidal behaviour’ (Linehan et al., 1991, p. 1060)], impulsivity, and
substance abuse. In the current study, both treatment groups are compared six months after
discontinuation of DBT (week 78) with respect to parasuicidal behaviour as measured by the self-
mutilating behaviour, impulsive behaviour, alcohol abuse, use of soft drugs (cannabis) and hard
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drugs (cocaine, heroin, amphetamines). It should be noted that patients in the TAU condition
were allowed to continue their treatment, whereas the DBT patients had to leave the programme
for at least two months and were not allowed to re-enter a DBT programme, in order to avoid the
possible biased effects of a naturalistic follow-up. They were also not allowed to attend DBT
support groups during the full follow-up period. Sixteen of the 27 former DBT patients (59%)
received ambulatory treatment during follow-up, compared to 17 of the 31 control patients
(55%).

2.4.2. Instruments
Impulsive acts, suicidal behaviours and substance abuse were measured using the impulsivity

and parasuicide sections of the BPD Severity Index (BPDSI). The BPDSI is a semi-structured
interview (Arntz et al., 2003), assessing the frequency of borderline symptoms in the previous
3-month period. The BPDSI consists of nine sections, one for each of the DSM-IV criteria for
BPD. The impulsivity section includes 11 items reflecting the manifestations of self-damaging
impulsivity (e.g., gambling, binge eating, substance abuse [alcohol, soft drugs and hard drugs],
reckless driving). The parasuicide section includes 3 items reflecting distinct suicidal behaviours
(i.e., suicide threats, preparations to suicide attempts, and actual suicide attempts). The BPDSI
interview was administered at baseline (randomization), start of the treatment phase (t1) and 11,
22, 33, 44, 52 and 78 weeks after t1.
Parasuicidal/self-mutilating behaviours were also measured using the Lifetime Parasuicide

Count (LPC) (Comtois & Linehan, 1999). The LPC obtains information about the frequency of
self-mutilating behaviours, either on a lifetime basis or, using a slightly adapted version, in the
previous 3-month period. The lifetime version of the LPC was administered at baseline and the
adapted (3-month) version was administered at 22, 52 and 78 weeks after the start of the treatment
phase.

2.5. Statistical analysis

In this article we examine whether the treatment results observed at the end of treatment
(52 weeks) sustain over 6 months follow-up (week 78). In principle, only the outcome data
observed at week 52 and 78 would suffice to answer this question. However, depending on the
time and the outcome variable, 9–36% of the patients had missing data, while 71% of the patients
had complete data at 52 and 78 weeks. Because analysis of complete cases can result in biased
results (Little and Rubin, 1987), we decided to analyse all available data, including the data
observed during treatment, with the general linear mixed model (SAS proc mixed version 8.2).
This approach has several advantages. First, in contrast to the complete cases approach, all
observed outcome data is used. Thus, as far as it is available the data of patients who dropped out
or were lost to follow-up are incorporated. Second, the analysis is valid under a much less strong
assumption on the missing values. The assumption is that the missing data are missing at random
(MAR) (Verbeke and Molenberghs, 2000). In contrast, a complete cases analysis would assume
that the missing data are completely independent. To increase the likelihood of MAR baseline
scores are added to the model as covariates. Third, by using all observations during the treatment
period, our approach results in more valid and stable estimates of the effects than an analysis that
only uses the data at 52 and 78 weeks.
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Because all outcome measures had highly skewed distributions, a shifted log transformation
ln(X+1) was used for all outcome variables. For all BPDSI-related outcomes the actual model
used in the analysis for dependent variable ln(X+1) is

b0 þ b1T þ b2t1 þ b3t2 þ b4t3 þ b5t4 þ b6t5 þ b7t6 þ b8t7 þ b9B1T þ b10B2T þ b11C,

where T is a dichotomous variable defining treatment category (1 ¼ experimental 0 ¼ control); ti

with (i ¼ 1; . . . ; 7) dichotomous variables corresponding to the measurement times 0, 11, 22, 33,
44, 52, and 78 (ti ¼ 1 for measurement i and 0 for all other measurements); B1 ¼ week-52 for week
p52, and B1 ¼ 0 for week452; B2 ¼ week-52 for week452, and B2 ¼ 0 for week p52;
week ¼ number of weeks since start treatment phase; and C ¼ baseline score.
A simplifying assumption of this model is that the difference between the two treatment groups

during the 52-week experimental period is linear with time. This assumption was tested and for
none of the outcome variables a significant deviation from linearity was found.
In this model b9 is the difference in change in ln(X+1) per week between experimental and

control group during the experimental period (i.e., the first 52 weeks) and b10 is the difference in
change in ln(X+1) per week between experimental and control group during follow-up period
(i.e., between week 52 and week 78). As for the interpretation of the coefficients, it should be kept
in mind that the intervention aims at a decrease of the dependent variable (i.e., the extent of self-
damaging or suicidal behaviour), and the larger the decrease the better. Treatment is effective if
b9o0 (i.e., difference between experimental and control group increases by b9 each week between
start and end of treatment in favour of the experimental group). b10 can be used to test whether in
the 6 months after the experimental treatment we have a protracted effect (b10 ¼ 0; i.e., the
difference between experimental and control group does not change in the 26 weeks after the end
of the intervention), the effect increases (b10o0; i.e., the difference between experimental and
control group becomes larger in favour of the experimental group) or the effect diminishes
(b1040). In the tables we report the back transformed means of ln(X+1), i.e., exp(mean of log
transformed variable+1)�1, which can be interpreted as the median on the original measurement
scale.
Since we only have 4 repeated measures for the LPC the LPC model is slightly different.

ln (X+1) ¼ b0+b1T+b2t1+b3t2+b4t3+b5t4+b6B1T+b7B2T+b8C.
The interpretation of the coefficients, however, remains the same provided you adjust the

subscripts to the new model (e.g., b9 and b10 in the BPDSI model become b6 and b7 in the LPC
model.
3. Results

Table 1 shows the observed means based on the number of subjects with valid data at a given
measurement time. Baseline data include all patients of the Intention-to-treat sample (N ¼ 58). It
is important to keep in mind that differences in mean values between tx and tX+1 in this table do
not necessarily reflect the true difference over time because of possible selective missing values.
Note that the number of missing values and the patients who contribute missing values varies over
time. The last two columns in Table 1 give the back transformed means of the transformed values
log(X+1) as modelled by the GLMM approach described in the statistical analysis paragraph.
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Table 1

Descriptive data

DBT Control GLMM–IIa

Nb Mc Sdd Exp (log)e N M Sd Exp(log) DBT Control

Impulsive behaviour

Baselinef 27 1.76 1.44 1.45 31 1.48 1.12 1.28

Start treatment (wk 0) 25 1.49 1.01 1.28 27 1.12 0.91 0.94 1.36 0.98

End treatment (wk 52) 23 0.92 0.74 0.79 25 1.06 0.84 0.88 0.70 0.95

Follow-up (wk 78) 20 1.08 0.93 0.89 24 0.85 0.57 0.76 0.74 0.81

Parasuicidal behaviour

Baseline 27 0.55 0.63 0.44 31 0.66 0.83 0.51

Start treatment (wk 0) 25 0.36 0.54 0.28 27 0.40 0.48 0.33 0.30 0.33

End treatment (wk 52) 23 0.19 0.38 0.15 25 0.48 0.63 0.38 0.16 0.33

Follow-up (wk 78) 20 0.23 0.45 0.17 24 0.43 0.73 0.30 0.12 0.30

Self mutilation

Baseline 27 48.9 117.1 14.02 28 78.2 257.5 17.09

Start treatment (wk 0) 25 1.28 3.33 0.47 27 2.65 4.72 1.09 0.51 1.11

End treatment (wk 52) 22 3.31 13.15 0.55 24 41.6 78.76 5.55 0.33 5.00

Follow-up (wk 78) 18 10.9 34.28 0.90 22 33.9 99.39 2.99 0.76 3.32

Alcohol

Baseline 27 3.78 3.79 2.16 31 2.87 3.44 1.51

Start treatment (wk 0) 25 3.28 3.60 1.73 27 2.15 3.06 1.09 1.98 0.96

End treatment (wk 52) 23 1.61 2.71 0.78 25 2.56 3.35 1.34 0.97 1.32

Follow-up (wk 78) 20 2.55 3.40 1.28 24 2.00 3.03 0.99 1.18 1.01

Soft drugs

Baseline 27 2.00 3.52 0.77 31 0.65 1.64 0.32

Start treatment (wk 0) 25 1.04 2.82 0.34 27 0.56 2.04 0.17 0.47 0.20

End treatment (wk 52) 23 0.57 2.15 0.18 25 0.36 1.44 0.14 0.19 0.14

Follow-up (wk 78) 20 1.55 3.44 0.52 24 0.58 1.98 0.19 0.48 0.24

Hard drugs

Baseline 27 1.96 3.08 0.87 31 1.29 2.85 0.50

Start treatment (wk 0) 25 1.40 2.74 0.61 27 0.63 1.67 0.28 0.69 0.54

End treatment (wk 52) 23 0.52 1.65 0.22 25 1.04 2.89 0.31 0.30 0.19

Follow-up (wk 78) 20 0.90 2.36 0.33 24 0.42 2.04 0.11 0.48 0.26

aEstimates of means at ti adjusted for missing observations based on GLMM approach with time continuous in the

time by treatment interaction with separate interaction terms for treatment and follow-up period.
bN ¼ number of subjects with valid data at a given measurement time.
cM ¼ arithmetic mean.
dSd ¼ standard deviation.
eExp (log) ¼ Exp (mean of log transformed variabele+1)�1 ¼ comparable with geometric means and to be

interpreted as medians.
fBaseline data: including the patients of the intention-to-treat sample.

L.M.C. van den Bosch et al. / Behaviour Research and Therapy 43 (2005) 1231–12411236
These values can be interpreted as estimated medians and more accurately reflect the true
differences over time.
Table 2 shows the main results of the GLMM model. It shows that 12 months of DBT had a

significant effect on the extent of impulsive behaviour, self-mutilating behaviour and alcohol
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Table 2

Initial (52 weeks) and sustained (78 weeks) effect of DBT compared to TAU

Outcome Coefficienta F value P

BPDS-2: impulsive behaviour

Treatment (b1)
b

�0.20750 F(1,54) ¼ 5.12 0.03

Timec F(4,248) ¼ 0.11 0.98

Time by treatment I (b9)
d

�0.00641 F(1,248) ¼ 11.93 0.00

Time by treatment II (b10)
e +0.00451 F(1,248) ¼ 1.30 0.26

BPDSI-5:parasuicidal behaviour

Treatment (b1)
b

�0.10780 F(1,54) ¼ 2.10 0.15

Timec F(4,248) ¼ 1.45 0.22

Time by treatment I (b9)
d

�0.00225 F(1,248) ¼ 1.99 0.16

Time by treatment II (b10)
e

�0.00001 F(1,248) ¼ 0.00 0.99

LPC: self mutilating behaviour*

Treatment (b1)
b

�1.5246 F(1,51) ¼ 11.12 0.00

Timec F(1,51) ¼ 4.90 0.03

Time by treatment I (b6)*
,d

�0.0236 F(1,51) ¼ 11.85 0.00

Time by treatment II (b7)*
,e +0.0249 F(1,51) ¼ 2.00 0.16

BPDSI: Alcohol

Treatment (b1)
b

�0.33180 F(1,54) ¼ 2.33 0.13

Timec F(4,54) ¼ 2.19 0.08

Time by treatment I (b9)
d

�0.01092 F(1,54) ¼ 5.33 0.02

Time by treatment II (b10)
e +0.00914 F(1,54) ¼ 0.78 0.38

BPDSI: soft drugs

Treatment (b1)
b

�0.19950 F(1,54) ¼ 1.77 0.19

Timec F(4,54) ¼ 1.36 0.26

Time by treatment I (b9)
d

�0.00371 F(1,54) ¼ 0.85 0.36

Time by treatment II (b10)
e +0.00569 F(1,54) ¼ 1.23 0.27

BPDSI: hard drugs

Treatment (b1)
b +0.08724 F(1,54) ¼ 3.27 0.08

Timec F(4,54) ¼ 0.67 0.61

Time by treatment I (b9)
d

�0.00163 F(1,54) ¼ 1.05 0.31

Time by treatment II (b10)
e +0.00521 F(1,54) ¼ 1.94 0.17

*LPC has slightly different model b6 and b7 in LPC model are equivalent to b9 and b10 in BPDSI model (see Section

2.5).
aSAS Proc Mixed version 8.2, dependent variable ln(X+1) with X is outcome measure in question; for model see

statistical analysis section article; structure covariance matrix: unstructured for LPC, Alcohol, Drugs-I and Drugs-II;

compound symmetry for BPDSI-2 and Toeplitz for BPDSI-5; b0s in table refer to model described in Section 2.5.
bDifference between DBT and TAU at week 52, difference at start of treatment (t0) can be found by b9�52*b10 which

is 0.12582 for BPDSI-2, 0.00816 for BPDSI-5, �0.2974 for LPC, 0.23604 for alcohol, �0.00608 for drugs-I and 0.172

for drugs-II.
cThe time main effect, with time as a categorical variable, comprises 7 parameters (b2 thru b8); since they are not

relevant for this article, only the overall test of the time effect is presented in this table.
dChange in difference between DBT and TAU per week between start and end of treatment (week 0 and week 52).
eChange in difference per week between DBT and TAU between end of treatment and follow-up (week 52 and week

78).
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consumption. Between start and end (week 0 through 52), all these behaviours decreased more in
the DBT group compared to the control group (p values b9p.05). Moreover, these treatment
effects were sustained in the first six months following treatment discontinuation (p values
b10X.05). No initial and sustained effects are found for parasuicidal behaviour, soft drugs and
hard drugs. It should be noted here that, although the b10 values are not significantly different
from 0, most b10 estimates are positive, indicating a possible tendency towards diminishing effects
between week 52 and week 78.
In order to get insight in the clinical relevance of the results we looked at the estimated model

based median scores for all outcome measures at the start of treatment (week 0), the end of
treatment (week 52), and at 26-weeks follow-up (week 78). Although all initial effects seem to
sustain over the follow-up period, the psychopathology scores (impulsive behaviour, self-
mutilating behaviour, alcohol abuse) increase in the DBT group and decrease in the TAU group,
resulting in smaller differences between DBT and TAU during the 26-weeks follow-up period.
Finally, in the 12-months study it was shown that, although less patients in the DBT group

(7%) than control subjects (26%) attempted suicide during the year, this difference was not
statistically significant (w21 ¼ 3.24; P ¼ 0.064). During the 26 weeks follow-up period only one
patient of the DBT group (4%) attempted suicide, compared to six participants of the control
condition (19%). This difference again showed no statistical significance (w21 ¼ 3.1; P ¼ 0.08).
4. Discussion

4.1. Summary of the findings

The results of the follow-up study indicate that six months after treatment discontinuation, the
benefits of DBT over TAU in terms of lower levels of impulsive and self-mutilating behaviours are
sustained.
At 18 months, no relapse is observed for the DBT group to the former levels of problem

behaviour. In addition, the DBT group shows significantly larger reductions in alcohol use than
the TAU group, both at 52 and 78 weeks. It should be noted, however, that non-significant
tendencies were observed suggesting that the superiority of DBT over TAU has become smaller
and is possibly non-existent during longer periods without effective treatment.

4.2. Significance of the findings

The conclusion of the 12-months study, that DBT is superior to TAU can now be extended to
at least 6 months follow-up without treatment, but overly optimistic expectations about the
longer-term effects of a single one-year treatment episode with DBT should be avoided.

4.3. Clinical implications

DBT is specifically developed to keep the BPD patient alive and reduce life-threatening
behaviour in order to make long-lasting treatment possible. When the study was started it was
expected that DBT would prove to be strongly superior over TAU in the reduction of severe,
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life-threatening impulsive behaviours. Because we limited the treatment programme to one year
only, we did not expect a reduction of depression, hopelessness or other core features of the
pathology in patients with BPD. The serious and persistent character of the disorder would make
such an effect unlikely. Based on earlier DBT research and research on other cognitive-behaviour
therapies, we expected the effect on life-threatening behaviours to sustain at follow-up. Our
findings corroborated this expectation. They, however, also demonstrated that the patients from
the DBT condition showed no improvement during the 6-month follow-up period when no DBT
was applied. The data suggest that a longer follow-up period might even have shown an extinction
of the effect of DBT, which is of important clinical relevance. Our data suggest that, once the
high-risk behaviours are sufficiently reduced and stabilization has set in, the retainment or
deepening of the treatment results requires prolonged treatment. The next stage of the DBT
programme, following stage 1, might be effective here, as was hypothesized by Linehan (1993b). It
can also be argued that standard DBT treatment should be followed by booster sessions to obtain
a sustained effect (Lam, Watkins, Hayward, & Bright, 2003; Clark, Salkovskis, & Hackmann,
1999). It should be mentioned here that at this moment DBT has been empirically evaluated in
three randomized controlled trials (Linehan et al., 1991; Koons et al., 2001 and our study).
Demonstrations of efficacy of DBT by these three independent groups of investigators help to
support the generalizability of conclusions about DBT as a treatment for women who meet
criteria for BPD. This support becomes even stronger when it is taken into account that the
possible weaknesses of these trials associated with the use of a TAU condition, were countered by
another RCT by Linehan et al. (2002), in which TAU was substituted by Treatment by Experts, a
more rigorous control condition (Robins and Chapman, 2004).
The results of the Bateman and Fonagy (1999) study preclude the conclusion that DBT should

be the (only) treatment of choice for BPD. Their 18-month psychoanalytically oriented partial
hospitalization treatment has shown to be at least as effective or maybe even more effective than
DBT in the treatment of borderline patients. Although substance-abusing patients were excluded,
the subjects of the Bateman and Fonagy randomized controlled study were comparable to ours.
The results indicate that after 18 months treatment, patients showed significant improvements in
borderline as well as depressive symptoms. Follow-up data 18 months after treatment
discontinuation showed that patients who completed the Bateman and Fonagy programme not
only maintained their substantial gains but also showed continued improvements on most
measures (Bateman & Fonagy, 2001). However, it should be noted here that this study was not a
follow-up study in the ordinary sense of the word, because in the experimental condition the
patients continued to receive twice weekly group analytic psychotherapy and a psychiatric
individual session once every three months, whereas those in the control condition received no
formal psychotherapy. Also, assessments were not blind during the follow-up.
Furthermore, there are some more notable differences between the Bateman and

Fonagy programme and the DBT programme that need to be mentioned. First, the programme
is more intense and extended than DBT: approximately 61

2
h of standard therapy sessions,

in a day treatment setting, spread over five days, compared to approximately 31
2
h DBT for

patients, spread over two days, in an outpatient setting. Also, the programmes differ substantially
in treatment duration: 18 months partial hospitalization versus 12 months in outpatient DBT.
Finally, it is the question whether the Bateman and Fonagy programme can be as easily
disseminated as DBT (e.g., Alper and Peterson, 2001), i.e., accepted and understood by clinicians
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of diverse backgrounds other than the developers of the 18 months partial hospitalization
programme.
4.4. Limitations

Some limitations need to be mentioned. First, the application of the GLMM model may seem
to be a limitation but in fact is an asset of this study. Application of GLMM was necessary
because this seemed to be the only valid approach for an ITT analysis. A complete cases analysis
including only those patients who were present at all the treatment and assessment times might
have resulted in seriously biased estimates. Second, the general low level of the BPDSI scores
(parasuicide, impulsivity, alcohol and drugs) and the LPC total score—in combination with the
highly skewed distributions—indicate that a substantial part of the study population has a
moderate level of problematic behaviour, while only a smaller part can be characterized as high-
severity BPD patients. Unfortunately, the chosen statistical procedure does not allow the study of
the modifying effect of borderline symptom severity on the treatment-related course of the
symptoms.
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